Abstract. The Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE)Hydrogen
. They found that, the loss of CF20 on these materials was very slow or nonexistent; their upperlimit rates imply that this loss "will be insignificant on timescales of a year, such as the annual polar chlorine activation phenomenon."
In this paper we describe HALOE-measured stratospheric HF, including its global distribution and seasonal variations. We will also compare the measurements of the spatial and temporal variations of HF column amount observed prior to UARS with HALOE observations. HALOE measurements of HF profiles during the 1993 Antarctic spring near the southern polar region will be discussed briefly. Finally, a comparison between the model simulations of global HF by the National Center for Atmospheric Research twodimensional model and the HALOE observed HF will also be described.
Observations of Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE)
HALOE is the only instrument on UARS measuring hydrogen fluoride in the stratosphere. Detailed descriptions of HALOE and its HF channel can be found in a paper by Russell e! al. [1993a] . The measurement of HF volume mixing ratio profiles is made by one of the four gas filter channels in the HALOE instrument. HALOE, which uses the solar occultation approach, observes solar radiation absorbed by atmospheric gases along the Earth limb for one sunrise and one sunset event on every satellite orbit. For the HF channel, after passing through a broadband filter centered at. 2.45 Fro, the sunlight is split into two paths, a HF gas cell path and a vacuum path. The HF gas cell functions as a narrow band filter. The ratio of the difference signal obtained from the two paths divided by the vacuum path signal along with other information (e.g., the temperature versus presstire profile determined from the COu channel) is used to retrieve HF volume mixing ratios.
The t,o stronger wave driving) will be followed by stronger westerly a.s a consequence of enhanced wave momentum deposition during its easterly phase.
Another HF pattern that is characteristic of stratospheric tracers is seen during the solstice sea.son (Plate la and lc). Below around 10 lnbar, the region of miniImzm HF tilts t. oward the winter hemisphere, while above 10 mbar, it tilts toward the summer hemisphere. Figures 4c and 4d, and Figure 8 ). This feature is not quite so obvious in t.he HF column amount. observed outside t. he nort.hern wint,er/spring polar region (Figures 4a and 4b). This feat, ure is consist. ent, wit,h 
This is especially obvious in

The a +bcos(latitude) curve fitted for t, he January to February period also has a different latitudinal gradient, than those for other seasons (Figure 5). As discussed
earlier, strong mixing from waves in t, he winter midlatit, udes has the effect, of flattening the HF isopleths.
Seasonal Variation of the HF Column Amount
The HALOE tangent point passes a fixed latitude less than 20 times during a year (Figure 2) . We use the limited data set, fi'om one latitude region to study the An analysis of the correlations between HALOEmeasured halogen species HF and HC1 and that of tracers HF and CH4 is being prepared for future st, tidies. Although prior to HALOE, stratospheric HF is a poorly known species due to lack of experimental data, it, has been emphasized that it plays an important role in revealing the effect, of anthropogenic activities on the atmospheric chemical compositions. Limited measurements of the columns of HF/HC, 1 prior to HALOE show nearly linear correlations between the two. The question is how this correlation applies to their vertical profiles and how does the relationship change with latitudes and seasons. In the spring polar region this relationship is especially important in determining the roles of dynamical and chemical processes in ozone depletion. This will be the subject of a ful, ure paper.
